
 
 
19. Now to “organization”. If there were a complete geologic time chart any where in the 
world it would be 100 miles deep.  
 
There is order in the representation of the ethereal coulomb in the text books, but it is 
only based on a collation of some of the rock strata from diverse places around the 
world.  
 
Embarrassingly enough the “horse evolution” runs backward in South America.  
 
The coulomb was first constructed (name, age, index fossil) in the 1830s prior to 
radioactive dating methods.  
 
That kills the idea that we’ve accurately been carbon dating fossils and gotten the ages 
that are an the chart (which we have not: live snails have been carbon dated as 27,000 
years old, a freshly killed seal was dated at 1,300 years old, the lower leg of a mammoth 
was dated by 15,380 RCY (radiocarbon years) while the skin was at 21,300 RCY; our 
atmosphere’s radioactive carbon has not even reached equilibrium yet).  
 
There is not always coarse to fine layering in water. Two densities can make many 
layers.  
 
There are also no soil build ups between the sedimentary layers; doesn’t it seem possible 
that it would build up even after a few thousand years? Are we to believe that it has 
magically disappeared from the “geological record”? 
 
 She says we have a problem: I’d be nice if she’d mention one that has not been answered 
a hundred times. She claims that I circularly determine the bible is true; I do not.  As a 
child I believe in it pure and honest and child-like faith, but when I began to have 
questions I began to look for answers. I eventually became aware that there were 
hundreds of things the Bible says that appear to contradict what it says in other places. I 
began looking for answers in the right place: with those who made a purpose to defend 
it: each of the “in-text troubles” have been soundly dealt with and I have no trouble 
accepting any extrabiblical *fact* I have ever seen. Remember there are two halves to 
every statement against something: the first seems to destroy the accosted claim if 
presented all by itself, and the second demonstrates that the first is unfounded and makes 
inaccurate points and only ever accompanies something that is true. Some folks also have 
to make up things to counter information that in presented (sometimes called “dancing). 
 
 I only ever claim that the Bible must be accurate because it says it must be among those 
Christians that I know accept the Scriptures as their final authority (that which was the 
last word on matters (though I am willing to give it up if it is ever finally demonstrated to 
be wrong on one point because I’m honest and do not hide behind a constantly changing 
and developing method or idea like some people I could mention).  
 



This is a justifiable set of circular reasoning because infallibility of the canonical text is 
not a question in bible believing circles. I use Psalm 12:6-7  when combating Christians 
that believe their Bible has become corrupted over centuries as certain seminaries teach 
(I have clearly indicated I address everyone I anticipate using the site on my main 
HOME page).  
 
A classic example of faulty circular reasoning (in which inerrancy is not assumed) is how 
people with “degrees in geology” date fossils (Dereck V.Agner said that he could “think 
of no examples of radioactive decay being used to date fossils.” (New Scientist, 1983, vol. 
100, p. 425) in Glenco Biology, 1994, the author says to date the rocks by which index 
fossil they contain. Then on the next page, (p. 307) the author says that the fossils are 
dated by the type of rock they are contained in.  
 
J.E. O’Rourke says in the American Journal of Science, 1976, that, “The intelligent 
layman as long suspected circular reasoning in the use of rocks to date fossils and fossils 
to date rocks. The geologist has never bothered to think of a good reply, feeling that 
explanations are not worth the trouble as long as the work brings results.”  
 
“It cannot be denied that from a strictly philosophical standpoint geologists are here 
arguing in a circle” (Rustle, R.H. “Geology” Encyclopedia Britainica, 1949 vol. 10)  
 
Here’s a killer quote: “Radiometric dating would not have been feasible if the geologic 
column had not been erected first.” (O’Rourke, J.E. “Pragmatism versus Materialism in 
Stratigraphy,” American Journal of Science, vol 276 January 1976. p. 54)  
 
Niles Eldredge said: “ There is no way to look at a fossil and say how old it is unless you 
know the age of the rocks it comes from. And this poses something of a problem: if we 
date the rocks by their fossils, how can we then turn around and talk about patterns of 
evolutionary change through time of the fossil record?” (Time Frames, p. 52).  
 
The only way to tell limestones apart (which is repeatedly in the geological time chart), 
thusly, is the differences in fossils they contain. One stray fossil (or living fossil) would 
contradict this theory of geologic ages and it would have to be entirely rethought 
through, as even Richard Dawkins admits.   
 
This is because it is thought be believers in evolutionism that when an organisim dies out 
it must leaven no more fossils in the time chart. Ever hear of the coelacanth, the rough 
headed ant or the horseshoe crab? I would also ask the uniformitarian (layers over long 
ages with no erosion in between) What about poly-strata fossils like tree trunks running 
through many layers of rock?  
 
What about the tree that geologists found running through two coal seams (consequently 
coalified in two separate areas) (Cookeville, Tennesee). Does she think a tree will stand 
upright for millions of years as sedimentary rock forms around it?  
 



 If she can force herself to visualize such an absurd story then how can she explain the 
hundreds of petrified trees that are found roots upward among many that have them 
pointed downward? You see, if you have faith in evolutionism which you as a scientist, 
should be able to find demonstrated in reality, you have a wonderful time trying to 
“refute” the things you will never acknowledge to exist.  
 
20. We do not by any means find fossils arranged by complexity. The author has placed 
her faith in textbook illustrators. The trilobite, for example, is placed at the bottom 
though it has the most complex eye structure ever in the world. And this was one of the 
first things that was said to have “evolved”? 
 
 
21. Did you know that <b>dinosaurs have been found with human remains</b>?   
 
Did you know that human bones have been found under dinosaur remains?  
 
The KBS tuff was originally established by K-Ar dating at 212-230 million years old until 
archaeologists found a perfectly normal human skull with no evidence whatsoever of a 
crevice of burial; it was quickly redated to .52-2.64 million. 
 
 I don’t care what she believes, this is deceptive and crooked.  And did you know that 
dinosaurs have provided proof that they are not millions of years old?  
 
Dinosaur bones have been found partially petrified and still containing blood cells. There 
is also DNA in the blood cells that should have dispersed through chemical decay within 
10,000 years of the dinosaur’s death. These unearthed bones do not have the possibility 
of being even 1 million years old (see Earth, June 1997, p 55-57) and the discovery in 
March 2005). This statement is no lie and demands an explanation.  
 
A good reason for human bones being so rarely fossilized  (by the way, every link 
between man and monkeys has been proven a deliberate fraud (as was Piltdown Man (a 
chimp jaw and a human tooth treated with acid and hid in a gravel pit) and Nebraska 
Man (one pig tooth)). 100% ape or 100% man (as with Cro-magnon Man and Neaderthal 
Man).)   
 
If finding whales and 60 ft. wingspan pterodactyls in the same layer of diatomaceous 
earth is not evidence that they were alive at the same time frame I don’t know if there is a 
problem for the layer-age hypothesis. (Watch the Hovind CSS series, most all of this is 
documented in them).  
 
Fossil human hands were found in “cretaceous” rock with a large icthyosaurs by Dr. 
Jamie Gutierrez in South America! Funny how this will never be shown to college 
students in our “coexistence” and “toleration” universities. That’s because it is 
unorthodox to evolutionism; all you’ll need to pass the Historical Geology is a good 
imagination and an I.Q. of a parrot. 
 



 
22. “Competing theories” means nothing when there are very many interpretation of the 
data and only one of the Bible (i.e. there was a worldwide flood which covered the 
highest mountains, the water came from rain and the “fountains of the deep” and it dried 
up), What caused it physically (comet?), though God is the prime mover in the story, is 
only thing that I am aware is up in the air.  
 
 
23. Watch the 6th video in the CSS series and get all of the evidence you want if this all 
I’ve given has not been enough. She’ll thumb her nose at anything that is not exactly 
what she thinks it could be when presented by itself or disagrees with how she would 
interpret her data. Following her professors and National Geographic because she wants 
there not to be a judgment of everything she has thought or done. Which each sin could 
have been washed white by the precious blood of  Christ if she could only swallow her 
pride and admit that I’ve proven the resurrection of Jesus and his existence from history.   
 
This is a response to the post she made on January 29, 2013 which she claimed 
“disproved the flood”. This is that second half of the story I told you. The difference is 
that I do not insult her mental capacity at every turn and I’ve a lot more tangible 
evidence which maybe the reader will want to trace.  
 
I guarantee that most of her replies will be nothing anyone has ever thought of before 
(even under the exact circumstances, and that for a good reason) or she is going to lash 
back with some sort of rant about how uninformed and stupid and foolish and willfully 
ignorant I am. But she will not refute my claims; she only can wrap them in a shroud of 
secrecy or laugh them off with a wink of “scholarly superiority”.  
 
She cannot even support her own claims regarding evolutionism let alone refute or find 
the ones against it. She MUST call those she will never know fools and that which she 
would never consider looking at honestly non-existent.  
 
See if it is untrue and if you care not for the truth where it leads then any sane person 
(who is twice what you’ll ever be) will pity your clotted and degenerate mind and stony 
heart.   
 




